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The present invention relates to a new de 
odorizing agent which while of general applicar 
tion is particularly adapted for use in connector. 
with sanitary napkins. - 

5 It has been proposed to apply a decorant a 
the form of a dust to sanitary napkins but this 
has the disadvantage inherent in the handing 
of a finely powdered substance, and is liable to 
sift out of the articles during storage and han 

10 ding. In the present invention these above 
mentioned dissdvantages are avoided while pro 
viding & deodorant which perse is of high efficacy. 
It is a feature of my invention that the deodorant 
is applied in liquid for and contains 8 susterace 

15 acting as a bindex, and referatiy at the sire 
tire having slight hydroscopic properties which 
promote the action of the deodorset. 

he invention is best exemplified in the follow 
ing formuls: 

* Water--------------------------- 9% geiong 
Start ----------------wer a as no separat 4. gouards 
Glycerine.---------rooan saayaaee annot awaas a 2 certs 
Zinc sulphocarbolete-------------- 26 guggis. 

25 in lieu of starch other material having gigs 
ilar action stich as gun tragaces..., etc., ray & 
substituted. Firtierancre, while he stove free 
tioned proportions are preferred, they are act, 
critica and may be varied considerakiy. The 

30 starch constitutes 2, vehicle sad bride of the 
composition while the glycerine increases the hye 
droscopicity thereof and acts as 8 eggiea, 

In applying the above sixture it age 3 

(C. 8-84.) 
sprayed upon or otherwise incorporated in the 
material constituting the napkins which may be of 
non-Eatinated type composed of finely divided 
wood pulp. Preferably, however, the mixture is 
applied by impregnating & strip of gauze form- 5 
ing a middle layer of the napsin as disclosed in 
the application of Harrison R. Williams, Serial 
No. 354,974, led April 10, 1929. 

cens: 
. . A sanitary napkiga having impregnated 10 

thereira & decdorant comprising glycerine, zinc 
Sulphocerolate &nd stach. 

2. A decdorant stable as g liquid spray comi 
prising in as aqueous vehicie zinc sulphocarbor 
late as an active agent, starch as a binder and 5 
glycerie as a hydroscopic agent. 

3. A decorant containing the following is 
grediests in substantially the proxirtions hared: . 
Water.------------------------, 9% gations 20 
Stach -------------------------- 4 pounds 
Glycerine---------------------- - 2 quarts 
2inc siphocarbolate------------- 20 pounds. 

4. A sanitary napkin having a central gauze . 
eyer impregnated, toy cleans of a liquid vehicle, 25. 
with a diecdorant comprising 2nc sulpiccarboiate 
and a bidex. 

5. A sanitary napkin having a central gaze 
layer impregnated, by means of a liquid vehicle, 
with a deodorant comprising zinc sulphccartolate 30 
and a binder having a highly absorberat, and slight 
hydroscopic properties. 


